EXTERIOR SHAMPOOS
C-14
HARD WATER SUPER SUDS

Hard Water Super Suds is a thick, premium, high
foaming car shampoo concentrate formulated
for ex tra duty clean ing. Foam sta bi liz ers
pro vide long er last ing sudsing action than
regular duty shampoos. Perfectly balanced to
clean, but not remove existing wax or polymer
coatings. Concentrated 100:1. VOC COMPLIANT .
Sizes: 1, 5 and 55 gallon

C-48
SHAMPOO & WAX

High sudsing, bio de grad able sham poo
cleans and pro tects the car's finish while
washing. C-48 is a thick concentrate (64:1)
formulated to penetrate and lift away dirt and
grime, while special wax & polymers enhance
deep gloss. Water beads and sepa rates,
eliminating water spots and reducing towel
drying time. Its pH balanced formula will
not harm previously applied wax or sealant.
Sweet banana fragrance. VOC COMPLIANT .
Sizes: 1, 5 and 55 gallon

C-60
SUPER CAR WASH™ LIQUID

C-17-5
FOAMY METER™ SOAP

Low viscosity, highly concentrated (120:1) soap
is formulated for automatic dilution/proportioner
systems. Dilutes easily in all metered
applications. Thin formulation will not clog
tips, valves or nozzles. Perfectly balanced to
clean, but not remove, existing wax or polymer
coatings. VOC COMPLIANT.
Sizes: 5 and 55 gallon

C-19
RED CHERRY SUDS™

This high sudsing, biodegradable liq uid is
concentrated 100:1 for economy. Washes away
dirt, grease and road grime. Rinses easily. Its
pH bal anced formula will not harm pre vi ous ly
applied wax or seal ant. Pleas ant cherry
fragrance is easy to work with. VOC COMPLIANT.
Sizes: Pint, 1, 5 and 55 gallon

Thick, high sudsing, biodegradable shampoo
whisks away dirt, grime and road film quickly
and safely. Its pH balanced formula will not
harm previously applied wax treatment or streak
in sunlight. Concentrated 100:1 for economy.
Pleasant floral fragrance. VOC COMPLIANT .
Sizes: Pint, 1, 5 and 55 gallon
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